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The ‘C’ Suite agrees – a complexity metric is a worthwhile objective. We have already explained
the importance and the power of rigorous IT Complexity metrics1. Now we describe how it works
in detail.

IT Complexity is so important that ‘learning through

‘leading’ indicator supporting the prediction of costs,

failing’ is no longer satisfactory given that this form of

flexibility and quality that should (must) be used in

complexity so clearly and harshly impacts the cost,

today’s IT management decisions. IT Complexity is

delivery quality and flexibility of the IT landscape.

however very difficult to master, since it:

We now need a robust and functioning model for

• Creeps up, growing incrementally – but can only

complexity measurement and mitigation. This paper

be reduced by a substantial management

describes how Commerzbank, in partnership with

intervention.

• Is not purely local – it occurs locally in many

Capco, is deriving such a model. We also examine
how it can be developed over time to provide a

different applications and interfaces, but the

cross-industry standard. Specifically, we will be

impact is only perceptible on the aggregate level.

• Cannot (until now with our model) be measured –

looking at:

a valid measure for IT Complexity does not exist

• The shape of the model – how does Commerzbank,

elsewhere, either in academia or in business.

with Capco’s input, model complexity at the moment.

• The key components – a deconstruction of the key

And, as we all know: ‘what cannot be measured,
cannot be managed’.

components of a rigorous understanding of
complexity – the indicators – covering

Given these issues, Commerzbank and Capco have

applications, interfaces, data and infrastructure.

• A pathway to live implementation – overview of the

worked out a practical solution, by creating an IT

key steps required for an organization to start

Complexity model and management decision tool.

using rigorous, predictive complexity insight as a

The tool is based on a number of specific and

management lever.

measurable IT Complexity indicators, organized in
a structured IT Complexity analysis framework.

Story so far - origins and progress

Introduction and background
Earlier this year, Commerzbank and Capco jointly
issued a paper outlining the importance of

IT Complexity can and should become
a leading indicator for IT performance
management

understanding IT Complexity for technology leaders

Typically, the CIO scorecard contains the following

• Leading financial institutions recognize the need to

in the financial services market. The key conclusions
reached include the following:

key performance indicators: costs, flexibility and

acknowledge, embrace and harness complexity –

quality. Sadly, these are ‘lagging’ indicators whose

they understand that today’s IT environments

current values typically result from choices made

cannot be managed with experience - and

many years previously. Most experts agree that IT

intuition-based approaches alone. Instead, true

Complexity is a key hidden variable. As such, it is a
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• Many sessions with potential users have been

insight into complexity requires objective,
quantifiable measurement of its origins and effects.

held, to confirm the need and refine the methods

• Technology leadership within financial services

to reflect the realities of the industry.

needs to be able to get specific, with reliable
knowledge-based statements: ‘Based on the IT
Complexity metric in our business case, we have
determined that we should replace system X, as

The Complexity Model in detail

overall it will reduce our complexity, thus reducing
our costs, in parallel with a reduction in service

In this section we explore the overall framework of

incidents …’

the model, which is based on complexity indicators
across functions, interfaces, data and technology

Commerzbank believe their initial complexity model,

(infrastructure).

while useful, would be much richer when evolved
towards a fully developed industry standard. To drive

Our approach focuses on exploring the Structural

this process, the bank chose to work with Capco.

Complexity of IT. We start at the level of individual

Overcoming the issues through a rigorous metrics-

modules / applications. Then we go all the way to the

based approach and leaving complexity ‘unplugged’

total system landscape of a financial institution.

is one of the foundations of Capco’s ‘forming the
future of finance’ platform.

Four dimensions of complexity indicators
What have we achieved so far?
Significant progress towards a fullyfunctional industry tool

Within our IT Complexity model, there are four
dimensions:

• Function, relates to functionality or the business &

The Commerzbank-Capco partnership has defined a

process logic supported by the IT asset.

path to broader industry participation. The key steps

• Interfaces, relates to interoperability between the

have been as follows:

IT assets.

• Data, relates to logical and physical data objects.
• Technology, relates to the underlying technology

• Commerzbank’s own modeling has improved,
becoming more generally re-usable within the

infrastructure (hardware, middleware, systemware).

industry.

• Accessible dashboards for IT Complexity and
analytics tools have been built, to ensure that

Each indicator is defined on the basis of a hypothesis

theoretical understanding can be applied to the

advanced by Commerzbank and Capco IT specialists;

technology / business management process.

which in turn is founded on their experience and on
leading IT principles used in the industry. Subsequent

• An open tool for complexity data capture, display
and analysis, reflecting the IT Complexity model,

dialogue (based on conversations with experienced

is being built - with appropriate confidentiality

IT leaders) has confirmed that these principles are to

options to allow for multi-bank user groups.

be found all across our world.
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The relevance of each indicator has been validated

The indicators can be implemented in various ways,

through statistical analysis of Commerzbank data.

accommodating specific data availability issues in

This analysis has mathematically confirmed the

different organizations.

relationship between the IT Complexity indicators
and IT KPIs, such as costs and incidents.

Note that it is not the absolute value of the indicator
that is most significant. What is actually more
revealing is the insight gained by combining and

Overview of complexity indicators
Indicator
name

comparing indicators. When working with the
complexity indicators, the following points should

Indicator
abbreviation

be kept in mind:

Function
Functional Coverage

FC

Functional Occurrence

FO

Location of Usage

FLU

Number of User

FU

Number of User Departments

FUD

Functional Implementation Scope

FIS

Functional Implementation Overhead
(= FIS/FC)

FIO

Functional Standard Conformity

FSC

Functional Domain Diversity

FDD

• Not all indicators are necessary all the time –
a pragmatic approach should prevail.

• Different indicators are relevant for different and
distinct questions / management decisions.

• Relativity is an issue – i.e. the indicator’s relation
to other IT assets within the financial institution,
or within its business domain (e.g. in a threshold
analysis, using average values and standard
deviations).

Interfaces
Information Flow intensity

IIF

Interface Intensity

II

Interface Implementation Overhead
(= II/IIF)

IIO

Interface Implementation Type diversity

IIT

Interface External information Flow Ratios
(external logical dependency)

IEFR

Interface External Ratio
(external implementation dependency)

IER

• Bench marking is an issue - consider the relation
to the (normalized) IT Complexity indicator within
the same business domain in similar institutions.

• The technology / business relationship is an issue
– the ratio between the IT implementation-driven
indicators and the related business-driven
indicators (plotting the IT design overhead and
indicating the level of reducibility of IT

Data
Number of Information Objects

Complexity).

DIO

Number of Database Objects

DBO

Data Implementation Overhead
(= DBO/DIO)

DIO

For analysis and reporting purposes, the IT assets
may be clustered in a functional domain model.

Technology
Number of Infrastructure Requirements

TIR

Technology Infrastructure Products

TIP

Number of Infrastructure Services

TIS

Alternatively, you can use any form of IT asset
bundling, carried out either logically or physically,
that is relevant in decision making around IT
Complexity (in an IT transformation or project
portfolio management process).
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Functions

The ratio between this indicator and the functional
coverage implies the functional implementation

Many complexity indicators are functionality related

overhead FIO, instigated through the application

(almost half of them, in fact). This is in line with our

design, and indicates the level of reducibility of IT

expectation that IT Complexity correlates with the

Complexity. This is an important indicator for IT

level and diversity of functionality; confirmed by the

management in reviewing the architecture of an

Commerzbank data analysis.

application/s during IT change.

Our model utilizes five business-driven quantitative

Next to functionality level, we also know that

indicators; indicating the level of functionality that is

functional diversity drives IT Complexity. We have

driven by business requirements and business model

embodied this in two indicators:

choices:
1. Functional Standard Conformity FSC of an
1. FC Functional Coverage, i.e. the number of use

application is measured on its deviation from

cases, business process activities or function

enterprise-wide established IT standards and

points of an application.

principles.

2. FO Functional Occurrence, or its importance

2. Functional Domain Diversity FDD is measured

within the overall IT landscape of the enterprise.

by the number of applications that are required to

(The functional occurrence is measured by the

support that domain.

number of functional blocks in an overall business
domain, or enterprise architecture component.)

Interfaces

3. FLU Location of Usage, covering the higher
functionality usually required of an application

Very early in developing the model, we noticed a

used in more than one location.

statistically significant correlation of interface

4. FU Number of Users, representing the additional
design complexity related to the more stringent,

complexity with cost - in line with our intuition and

non-functional requirements in the areas of

experience.

security, user-friendliness, performance, and
Interface complexity is driven by business needs on

availability.

the one hand and by IT design and implementation

5. FUD Number of User Departments, relates to
the additional complexity due to greater and more

choices on the other. Understanding each of these

disparate business requirements (the result is

aspects independently provides compelling insights.

more complex governance when multiple business

But when examination of the influences of business

departments specify the requirements).

need and IT choice is combined, we have found that
their impact on complexity (and therefore cost and
service quality) is brutal.

The functional implementation scope, FIS, is
expressed in the number of functional components
that are needed to support the required business

This relationship between business requirements and

functionality and its related software engineering needs.

technical implementation is very interesting. Our
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Data

research has identified three indicators that capture
the relationship. And our modeling has confirmed our

We have chosen two indicators – again one business-

intuition, that these are indeed useful:

driven and one IT implementation-driven. These are
statistically proven not only to be relevant for the

1. Interface Information Flows IIF counts the
logical incoming and outgoing information flows of

measurement of complexity in data. They also contribute

a business process / area (we use the expression

to an overall understanding. The indicators are:

‘application domain’) weighted by the required
1. Data Information Objects DIO - This indicator

data latency.

looks at the business component, measuring the

2. Interface Intensity II counts all incoming and
outgoing interfaces of an application, weighted

number of information objects and their

by the implementation type (e.g. file transfer,

relationships within a defined business area

webservice, direct database access, application

(functional domain). To do this, we capture the raw

specific API…) and the level of data transformation

data / numbers on:

quantified by the different data structures

a. Information objects (person, product, service
agreement) in a domain

supported in the interface.

b. Entities, attributes, relationships between entities

3. Interface Implementation Type IIT, is our

When combined, the information creates a clear

mechanism to capture technical diversity. The idea

view of the business- related data complexity.

is that the greater the diversity of implementation

2. Database Objects DBO - This indicator

types (File, View, message brokers, ...) employed
in an application, the more complex the

addresses the technical aspects of data, by

application will be.

looking at the number of database objects in an
application domain (same definition as for data

The external information flow dependency, or

measure above), based on a physical count of

Interface External Information Flow Ratio IEFR

Databases, Tablespaces, Tables, Views,

measures the relative dependency of an application

Constrains and Indices. Added to other views (e.g.

domain. It is evaluated on its internal structure, based

number of applications in the domain) this

on the ratio between the number of external and

indicator allows useful insights (such as profiling

internal data flows. The greater this ratio, the greater

how data intensive these applications are).

is the dependency of the domain on its environment –
We believe the two indicators described above are

i.e. it is not independent!

the mandatory data indicators. We recognize of
Interface External Ratio IEIR is the number of

course that there could be more but, for

interfaces divided by the number of internal interfaces.

benchmarking purposes, these are sufficient. Even

A possible further indicator could be the ‘loop factor’

working with them in isolation, they are useful. But it

- counting the loops within an application domain.

is much more important and productive to take the
following steps:
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• Link the technical to the business-related data

Complexity model applied for reporting
and management decisions

indicator, thus gaining an indication of the IT
implementation overhead and potential reducibility

The basic information used in IT Complexity reporting

of design complexity

and decision making comprises:

• Aggregate the ‘data complexity’ with the
application, interface and infrastructure complexity

• IT Complexity indicators as described above.
• The impact of the indicators on flexibility, costs

– this is the source of real, holistic insight

and quality.

• Benchmark data to link the above measures to

Technology

comparable organizations.
Another - and crucial - dimension of IT Complexity is
clearly ‘Technology’. This overall description relates

In the standard tool that we have built to measure

to the underlying technology itself (hardware,

complexity, this base data is:

middleware, systemware …) as well as any drivers of

• Normalized – to enable comparison of different

complexity derived from operating requirements
(operating model, business criticality, prescribed time

indicators.

• Aggregated – to provide overview insight on

for recovery …).

specific business domains, such as payments or
When analyzing technology complexity, we are

corporate risk management.

• Calibrated – to allow for comparison between

aiming to understand the impact on complexity from
the ‘employed’ infrastructure for an application or an

different business domains and benchmarking

application bundle. One can also look at

with other financial institutions.

infrastructure bundles, e.g. in an operations center.
In addition to this information, the level of data
We propose the following technology indicators:

completeness and quality (and historic trending) is
disclosed in the standard reporting (see figure 1 on

• Technology Infrastructure Products TIP

page 8 for an example).

measures the number of different infrastructure
products / components – including, among others,

The information illustrated on page 8 provides a

databases, operating system and applications server.

dashboard. But we find that the true value of IT

• Technology Infrastructure Services TIS counts

Complexity management lies in its use in proactive

the number of different infrastructure services.

support of IT portfolio management, architecture and

• Technology Infrastructure Requirements TIR

transformation decisions. To explore and realize this

measures the number of different infrastructure

value, we run simulations and scenario analysis to

service level requirements to be supported. To this

model the change in complexity for different options.

end, we assign numerical values to business

In this way, we can finally take IT Complexity – the

criticality and other non-functional infrastructure

‘hidden variable’ - into account to make better

service requirements.

decisions.
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IT complexity Indicators

Domain Cluster
Functional domain

#IT pro DQ
ducts

Functions

Interfaces

Indicator

Hist.

Core Business Objects

73

8806

5%

Sales

231

23009

-6%

Business Operations &
Services

138

12314

-6%

Thre DQ
s

19
0

Hist.

11734
11734

6%

15047

-4%

75
1
30

11349

1
8
1
7

-4%

44

3838

-10%

Deposits / Accounts

8

1611

0

Transaction Services

21

2441

-6%

6

2368

0.01

Securities

25

1716

6%

4

2472

0.01

Trading Services

40

2708

-20%

2726

-12%

Loans

Transaction Processing

162

18257

2%

Group Steering

243

20305

6%

Data Warehouse

21

3394

-4%

Corporate services

124

14645

7%

Total

992

100730

1%

5
37
55
21
10

-6%

895

0.01

14695

6%

21472

0.03
5%

4800

0

100583

-2%

2
261

2888

21486

3
35

IT performance Indicators

Data

Indicator

28

Thre DQ
s

23
12
44
33
36
24
5
12
6
13
2
9
3
3
7
51
30
38
60
18
22
19
232

Technology

Indicator

Hist.

10753

-6%

22576

-4%

10503

Interfaces
complexity

16
8
55
23
24

-8%

2312

-6%

924

0.01

2086

-0.11

2640

0.01

2541

-12%

10425

3%

21770

0.03

17150

4%

7268

0

100445

-2%

178

Functions
complexity

Thre DQ
s

Indicator

Hist.

7186

6%

20709

-6%

14575

12
8
6
2
6
10
2
6
3
7
3
15
45
76
23
16
22
19
224

-3%

3579

-2%

1383

0.01

2463

0.01

3465

0.1

3686

-1%

22542

6%

14146

0.03

1822

5%

9983

0

90964

-2%

130

Data
complexity

Costs (kEUR)
Thre DQ
s

20
4
23
14
55

Change

Hst.

€ 398,361 26%
€ 93,248 -10%
€ 27,003 -7%

Thr

1
4
2

DQ

App. Mnt

Hst.

€ 0 7%
-

_

-

7
3
9
3
3
7

€ 8,316 -4%

-

€ 1,559 -10%

-

€ 4,427 1%

-

€ 83,517 6%

-

38
60

€ 31,139 2%

5
22
19
230

0

4

€ 11,759
645028

-0.07

127

€0

9

82551

Incidents

1

9%

1

0

0

Hist.

20,646 8%
53,021 -1%
0
0

23,113 8%
6,579 12%

48,301 0.01
26,522 -6%
0

19,046

0

199356

-8%

0

IIT

Core business objects

Sales

Group steering

Business operations & service
Data warehouse

II
IIF

Transaction processing

4000

Corporate services

2000
0
Quantity

Figure 1. Commerzbank IT Complexity landscape
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Diversity Interdependency

1
6
2
3

18
0

IEFR

6000

2
0
1

8,706 -9%

IER

8000

2

0

6,160 7%

14000

10000

3

2,091 8%
2,102

Interfaces complexity for ‘business objects’

12000

Tha

6,181 4%

-

€ 19,592 0.08

4

Technology
complexity

0
0

DQ

-

€ 10,532 -6%
0

Hist. Thr

-

€ 8,420 3%

2

-

IT Ops

€ 32,802 4%

0

€ 12,701 -15%

20

DQ

€ 11,206 8%

10
9
4
4

67

Incidents
Thr

The model works, now how can
you make it work for you?

(FTE) of time through the analysis, load and trial period
– depending on data availability. It will subsequently
require 0.5 FTE to maintain the data and manage the

If you want to take part in this exciting development

processes to achieve greatest benefit.

what do you need to do and how long does it take?
Initially, we considered this was a high investment
Based on experience to date, and knowledge of the

level. But we have since observed that the preparation

likely data available in most financial services

process has significant ancillary benefits, including:

technology shops, we envisage that three key
streams of activity will be required:

• Improved data understanding - you will start to

• Data availability – to model complexity firstly

• Improved data quality - you will improve the

understand your IT assets better
requires data on complexity, as we have

quality of information on your IT assets

• Putting in foundations for managing complexity –

explained. The initial step is to assess what data
you have, align it with the models and think

this is all part of embedding a sustainable culture

through the data capture and transfer process.

of ongoing, rigorous and predictive complexity

Completeness is not necessary, and one does not

management

need every indicator, nor all IT assets covered.
Follow a pragmatic approach by starting, for
example, with one business domain.

Conclusion

• Technical load – once the data has been sourced
and made available, we would recommend a first

We trust this paper has:

technical load into the analytical tools which can
be used as a pilot and enables data refinement

• Confirmed the importance of understanding

based on the results. This is followed by a ‘first’

complexity

formal data load, which would enable you to

• Added to your existing awareness of the drivers of

mobilize and use it as a management tool.

complexity

• Sharing – if you are comfortable and your

• Proved that IT Complexity can be measured – and

organization allows it, we will work with you to

therefore mastered

ensure that a sanitized version of your data is

• Persuaded you that now is the time to act

included in the benchmarking data set. You can
participate in the user community process, which

Action starts with attending a workshop or initiating

will allow you to learn along with others, benchmark

the process within your organization. If you want to

against them and also to progress the model.

participate in the exercise, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

It is a three to six month journey, worst case, to get
to the point of realizing benefit from complexity
understanding. Early indications are that this activity

Footnote

will absorb approximately 1.5 full-time equivalent

1. IT Complexity – model, measure and master
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